2016-2017 Seminars

March 21, 2017
**Heller Lecture Series - Prof. Lars Chittka - March 21st, 2017** [1]
Prof. Lars Chittka: How Bees Learn from Each Other
[Read More][1]

March 7, 2017
**ELSC Special Seminar: Prof. Jonathan Roiser, Tuesday 07/03 at 16:00** [2]
?Bonsai trees in your head: The powerful influence of reflexive processes on goal-directed decision making?
[Read More][2]

March 2, 2017
**ELSC Seminar: Dan Rokni - Mar. 2nd, 2017 at 17:00** [3]
The olfactory cocktail party problem: Extraction of odor information from complex environments
[Read More][3]

June 22, 2017
**ELSC Seminar: Lior Cohen - Jun. 22nd, 2017 at 17:00** [4]
ELSC cordially invites you to the lecture given by: Lior Cohen  Sagol Department of Neurobiology, Haifa University  The lecture will be held on Thursday June 22nd, 2017 at 17:00
[Read More][4]

June 15, 2017
**ELSC Seminar: Karen Avraham - Jun. 15th, 2017 at 17:00** [5]
ELSC cordially invites you to the lecture given by: Karen Avraham  Department of Human Genetics, Faculty Of Medicine, Tel Aviv University  The lecture will be held on Thursday June 15th, 2017 at 17:00
[Read More][5]
April 27, 2017
ELSC Seminar: Tali Kimchi - Apr. 27th, 2017 at 17:00
ELSC cordially invites you to the lecture given by: Tali Kimchi  Weizmann Institute of Science, Department of Neurobiology. The lecture will be held on Thursday April 27th, 2017 at 17:00.
Read More

February 5, 2017
ELSC Special Seminar: Dr. Hezi Sztainberg, Sunday 05/02 at 16:00
Neurodevelopmental disorders: from basic science to novel therapeutic approaches
Read More

February 1, 2017
ELSC Special Seminar: Dr. Daniel Soudry, Wednesday 01/02 at 16:00
Inferring activity, connectivity and learning rules from neural data
Read More

January 24, 2017
ELSC Special Seminar: Dr. Shai Sabbah, Tuesday 24/01 at 16:00
Dissecting retinal circuits encoding light intensity and visual motion.
Read More

January 23, 2017
ELSC Special Seminar: Dr. Naomi Habib, Monday 23/01 at 16:00
From Single Nuclei RNA-Sequencing to Dynamics of Neuronal Regeneration
Read More

UPCOMING EVENTS
Learn more about our exciting upcoming events!

read more
Studying at ELSC
Our Int'l Ph.D. program provides outstanding students with top-notch courses in computational neuroscience.

read more

The Building

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the Edmond and Lily Safra Center for Brain Sciences.

read more

ELSC Media Channel

Get into our media channel and investigate ELSC's latest videos: seminars, public lectures, courses and video articles.

read more
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